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ABSTRACT:

As organisms are adapted to their environments, assemblages of taxa can be used to describe envi-

ronments in the present and in the past. Here, we use a data mining method, namely redescription mining,

to discover and analyze patterns of association between large herbivorous mammals and their environ-

ments via their functional traits. We focus on functional properties of animal teeth, characterized using a

recently developed dental trait scoring scheme. The teeth of herbivorous mammals serve as an interface

to obtain energy from food, and are therefore expected to match the types of plant food available in their

environment. Hence, dental traits are expected to carry a signal of environmental conditions. We analyze a

global compilation of occurrences of large herbivorous mammals and of bioclimatic conditions. We identify

common patterns of association between dental traits distributions and bioclimatic conditions and discuss

their implications. Each pattern can be considered as a computational biome. Our analysis distinguishes

three global zones, which we refer to as the boreal-temperate moist zone, the tropical moist zone and the

tropical-subtropical dry zone. The boreal-temperate moist zone is mainly characterized by seasonal cold

temperatures, a lack of hypsodonty and a high share of species with obtuse lophs. The tropical moist zone

is mainly characterized by high temperatures, high isothermality, abundant precipitation and a high share

of species with acute rather than obtuse lophs. Finally, the tropical dry zone is mainly characterized by a

high seasonality of temperatures and precipitation, as well as high hypsodonty and horizodonty. We find

that the dental traits signature of African rain forests is quite different from the signature of climatically sim-

ilar sites in North America and Asia, where hypsodont species and species with obtuse lophs are mostly

absent. In terms of climate and dental signatures, the African seasonal tropics share many similarities

with Central-South Asian sites. Interestingly, the Tibetan plateau is covered by redescriptions from the

tropical-subtropical dry group and by redescriptions from the boreal-temperate moist group, suggesting a

combination of features from both zones in its dental traits and climate.

SUMMARY:

Herbivorous animals obtain their energy from plant matter, which they process using their teeth.

Species surviving in different environments require different kinds of teeth to process the specific kinds

of plants that grow in their environment. We use data mining techniques to analyze what kind of teeth

associate with what kind of environment.

KEYWORDS: ecometrics; redescription mining; dental traits; large mammals; data mining
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1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding the relationship between organisms and their environments over time and space is one of the

key questions in paleobiology. Knowing how present day communities relate to their environments allows for the

computational capture of these patterns of associations, which can help to better understand fossil communities

in the past and the processes that drive evolutionary change. Here we use data mining techniques to extract and

analyze such associations from modern day global data.

The approach relies on the assumption that the ways in which communities relate to their environment and

survive in it persist over time, even though communities change as taxa evolve. The older the assemblage, the

more different the taxonomic composition of the assemblage tends to be from present day composition. Yet

functional traits of taxa, governed by the laws of physics, chemistry and physiology, are likely to be similar in the

present and in the past. For example, animals that run tend to leave the same pattern of skeletal architecture, i.e.

long limbs (Reed, 2013).

Ecometrics is a computational methodology that focuses on identifying and modeling functional relationships

between traits of organisms and their environments (Fortelius et al., 2002; Eronen et al., 2010c). Ecometrics can

be used for reconstructing past climate and environments (Fortelius et al., 2016; Saarinen, 2015; Eronen et al.,

2010b; Meloro and Kovarovic, 2013; Sukselainen et al., 2015), understanding evolution of faunal communities

(Eronen et al., 2009), analysing macroevolution patterns (Schnitzler et al., 2017), and understanding the func-

tional relationships between organisms and their environments (Liu et al., 2012; Žliobaitė et al., 2016; Eronen

et al., 2010a; Polly and Head, 2015; Barr, 2017; Lawing et al., 2012). Different traits have been explored for

ecometric analyses. For plants, leaf shapes have been considered (Wolfe, 1995; Traiser et al., 2005). For ani-

mals, considered traits include teeth (Eronen et al., 2010a; Fortelius et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2012; Žliobaitė et al.,

2016; Meloro and Kovarovic, 2013; Polly and Head, 2015), limbs and locomotion (Levering et al., 2017; Barr,

2017; Polly and Head, 2015), skeletal traits (Lawing et al., 2012), as well as body mass (Meloro and Kovarovic,

2013). Traditionally, the term ecometrics refers to the analysis of animal traits.Conceptually similar approaches for

modeling relationships between the distribution of species and the physical environment via functional traits are

known in ecology as species distribution models (Elith and Leathwick, 2009), or four-corner models (Brown et al.,

2014). However, such models have a different objective: given environmental conditions, the goal is to estimate

the likelihood of the presence, or the abundance, of species. In paleobiology and paleoecology modeling the fo-

cus is reversed: species distribution data are available and the goal is to reason about the physical environment.

Canonical correspondence analysis of community composition (Legendre and Legendre, 2012) constitutes yet

another computational task, where the goal is to identify environmental gradients for species distributions directly

from the occurrence data, without the proxy of functional traits.

The goal of our study is to identify global patterns of association between dental traits of large herbivorous

mammals and their environments in an ecometric way, that is, by analyzing dental trait distributions across com-

munities. The analysis uses a data mining approach called redescription mining (Ramakrishnan et al., 2004),
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which in our study aims at describing geographic localities in terms of two alternative vocabularies: dental traits

of occurring taxa on one hand and environmental conditions on the other. With this approach, we obtain a set

of redescriptions ranked by accuracy, among which we identify common trends. We then analyze those trends

across climatic zones. This approach differs from common ecometric modeling, where global models are con-

structed with the aim of accurately predicting climate based on the traits of species communities (see e.g. Liu

et al., 2012). Instead, redescription mining identifies associations between dental traits and climate which hold

locally. The approach is conceptually similar to identifying biomes, that is, large ecological areas defined by abi-

otic factors such as climate, relief, geology and soils, hosting animals and plants adapted to their environment.

For this reason, we refer to the redescriptions that we identify through a data-driven process as computational

biomes.

2 DENTAL TRAITS AND DATA ARRANGEMENT

Animal teeth serve as an interface to obtain energy from food. Among other functions, teeth help to acquire

energy more efficiently by mechanically breaking down the food before digestion. For animals to survive in their

environments, their teeth need to be well suited for processing available and obtainable food. Plant matter is

particularly demanding on teeth and chewing due to the necessity to break a high number of tough cell walls

containing plant fibers, as well as to the abrasiveness of plant materials (which can also be due to extrinsic

particles). As the types and characteristics of plant matter available vary between localities, from the poles

to the equator, from forests to deserts, the shapes and dental characteristics of mammalian teeth, especially of

herbivorous mammals, vary along these dimensions. Thus, since teeth are calibrated for eating particular types of

plants, and the kinds of plants that grow in different locations depend on the prevailing environmental conditions,

dental traits of herbivorous mammals are expected to be highly dependent on the environment, and can therefore

help to characterize it.

2.1 Dental Traits Scoring: Functional Crown Types

Remarkably, many functional characteristics of the teeth of herbivorous mammals, such as crown height, scale

isometrically with the size of the animal (see Ungar, 2014, for a recent review). For example, a hyrax (body size

2–5 kg) and a black rhino (body size 800–1400 kg) have almost identically shaped teeth, only scaled to their body

size. This scaling property makes it possible to directly describe animal communities in terms of the distribution

of their dental characteristics.

Hypsodonty is the most common such characteristic. It describes how tall a tooth is in relation to its width

or length. The more hypsodont, the more durable to wear the tooth. The mean hypsodonty of a community has

been widely used as a proxy for precipitation (Fortelius et al., 2002; Eronen et al., 2010a; Kaiser et al., 2013;

Fortelius et al., 2016). The proxy resolves precipitation primarily due to hypsodonty being common in grasslands

and rare in (temperate) forests, and grasslands in turn being typically drier than forest habitats. There are several
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factors to this effect and they are fortunately correlated in their effects: food quality, food toughness and degree

of contamination with extrinsic particles. All of these tend to increase on the closed-open axis (Fortelius et al.,

2002).

Another functional characteristic of the teeth of herbivorous mammals commonly used to estimate climatic

conditions is the presence of lophs (Liu et al., 2012; Fortelius et al., 2016; Žliobaitė et al., 2016). Globally, the

higher the average loph count of the community is, the lower the mean annual temperature is expected to be (Liu

et al., 2012). High average loph counts denote the presence of topographically prominent longitudinal lophs, an

uncommon feature among hippos, suids, and among large shares of primates and elephants. In fact, rhinos as

well as part of the primates possess teeth with only one longitudinal loph. Northern latitudes, which happen to be

cooler, feature almost none of these groups, so that the average lophedness is higher in the north. As a result,

high average loph counts carry a signal of lower mean annual temperatures.

In this study, we use the functional dental traits scoring scheme introduced in (Žliobaitė et al., 2016), which

quantitatively describes morphological characteristics of molar teeth such as hypsodonty, lophodonty and their

structural properties. A detailed list of traits is provided in the next paragraph. This set of dental traits was explicitly

designed for capturing molar shape and the main functional traits of worn occlusal surfaces of the molar dentition.

The scheme is built on a modular system called crown types introduced by Jernvall (1995). The system has been

designed to be generally applicable to all living and fossil herbivorous mammals, regardless of phylogenetic

origin, size, or morphology of the chewing apparatus. The dental traits are intended to be independent of body

size, given the diet. Further details about the design and rationale behind this scoring scheme can be found in

the publication by Žliobaitė et al. (2016).

There are seven variables describing dental traits, divided into four categories:

Teeth durability.

hypsodonty (HYP): brachydont (1), mesodont (2), hypsodont (3);

horizodonty (HOD): brachyhorizodont (1), mesohorizodont (2), hypsohorizodont (3);

Cutting structures.

acute lophs (AL): absent (0), present (1);

obtuse or basin-like lophs (OL): absent (0), present (1);

Occlusion characteristics.

structural fortification of cusps (SF): absent (0), present (1);

occlusal topography (OT): has raised elements (0), is flat (1);

Material properties.

coronal cementum (CM): absent or very thin (0), thick coating (1).

These traits apply to the dominant upper molar from the functional perspective. The default position is upper

M2, and M2 should be referred to when all upper molars have the same functional traits. The purpose is to always
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capture the significant traits of the entire molar dentition. For suids, M3 is clearly the tooth that changes most

during evolution and the one that responds to functional selection, therefore M3 should be used to determine the

scores for suids. Scoring with M2 instead would miss most of the functional differences between taxa, except for

the early suid species where M3 is regular and it does not matter whether M2 or M3 is used.

Hypsodonty characterizes the height of a tooth, as mentioned earlier, while horizodonty characterizes the

length of the functional surface. Hypsodont and hypsohorizodont respectively qualify high crowned teeth and

horizontally elongated teeth. Both traits are meant to capture the relative durability of a tooth with respect to

dental wear. Acute lophs and obtuse lophs respectively designate sharp edges and blunt edges across the

chewing direction. Pointed structures on a tooth are called cusps. Structural fortification of cusps refer to the

structures being reinforced by local enamel thickening, by folding, or both. When structural fortifications are

present, the cusps typically remain prominent while the rest of the teeth wear down. Occlusal topography refers

to the surface of a tooth being flat or non-flat (rugged). Coronal cementum is a substance covering a tooth to

support its strength and durability.

FIGURE 1 presents a set of examples with various combinations of the seven dental traits for selected living

and fossil genera, noting that scoring of all traits is not always possible from pictures only. Scoring is at the level

of species or higher taxa. Sometimes individual specimens of the same species may vary, especially in terms of

occlusal topography or cementum. In such a case, the most common score across the inspected specimens is

assigned for the species.

This functional dental traits scoring scheme is used to describe numerically the characteristics of teeth related

to their durability, strength, wear resistance and wear patterns.

2.2 Data Sources

In an ecometrics study is typically a site is the unit of analysis. Sites may correspond to physical places (e.g.

national parks), ecologically defined regions (e.g. ecoregions), or geographic units (e.g. identified by placing a grid

on a map). To extract ecometric patterns, we need to know environmental characteristics and trait distributions at

each site.

Our study builds on three datasets: taxa occurrence data at localities (Sites × Taxa), dental traits of taxa

(Taxa × Traits) and climate variables at localities (Sites × Climate). Traits data are assigned at the species

level, considering that the traits are assumed to be the same for all individuals within a species (Taxa × Traits).

Therefore, this study does not require to observe or measure the traits of particular animals occurring at localities,

only to know which species occur at which localities (Sites × Taxa).

Species occurrence data come from the list of the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN,

see https://www.iucn.org/). TABLE 8 lists the different orders and families represented in the data, with the

number of sites where they occur in each continent. Climate variables come from the WorldClim dataset (see

http://www.worldclim.org/), which builds on extrapolated observations from weather stations. The datasets
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Diceros
Hypsodonty 2
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs YES
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Listriodon
Hypsodonty 1
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs YES
Obtuse lophs NO
St. fortification NO
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Giraffa
Hypsodonty 1
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO
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Pan
Hypsodonty 1
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs NO
St. fortification NO
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Megaladapis
Hypsodonty 1
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Kobus
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification YES
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Hippotragus
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification YES
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Hippopotamus
Hypsodonty 2
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification YES
Flat topography NO
Cementum NO

Hylochoerus
Hypsodonty 2
Horizodonty 2
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification YES
Flat topography NO
Cementum YESW
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Ceratotherium
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography YES
Cementum YES

Loxodonta
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 3
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography YES
Cementum YES

Bos
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography YES
Cementum YES

Equus
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 1
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs YES
St. fortification NO
Flat topography YES
Cementum YES

Phacochoerus
Hypsodonty 3
Horizodonty 3
Acute lophs NO
Obtuse lophs NO
St. fortification NO
Flat topography YES
Cementum YES

FIGURE 1: Examples of functional crown type scores, each row presents a set of teeth with different occlusal
topography. Tooth sizes are not to scale. The figure has been adapted from (Žliobaitė et al., 2016). Sources of
the illustrations: Diceros and Ceratotherium are from Figure 2 in (Fortelius, 1981), Kobus and Hyppotragus are
from Figure 2 in (Kaiser et al., 2010), all the other examples come from several illustrations in (Thenius, 1989).
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of species occurrences and of climate variables (Sites × Taxa and Sites × Climate, respectively) have been

compiled by M. Lawing and colleagues (Lawing et al., 2016), communicated by J. Eronen. We used square grids

of 50 by 50 km size as units of analysis, the finer resolution for the mammals occurrence and the climate available

from the data sources. The occurrence data are based on ranges defined by the IUCN. Inherently, since animals

are moving, occurrence ranges of large mammals can rarely be more precisely defined than in the order of tens

of kilometres. This resolution is sufficient for our purpose of identifying and analyzing global relations between

dental traits of animal communities and climate.

The dental traits dataset has been compiled by the authors (M. Fortelius and colleagues) and is available

online at http://www.helsinki.fi/science/now/ecometrics.html. Most hypsodonty scores come from (Liu

et al., 2012). The new traits data, together with all the reused datasets, the parameter settings for the mining algo-

rithm and the algorithm outputs are available online at https://github.com/zliobaite/teeth-redescription.

From the three data sources that we are using, the occurrence data are expected to be the most uncertain,

since these data are based on expert inferred and observed ranges of occurrences. The precision of such data for

large mammals is inherently limited to a scale of at least a few kilometers. Indeed, since animals move, presence

and abundance may vary overtime. Dental traits data are at the species level and is expected to be precise

according to the scoring scheme used. Climate data are based on observations, but observations stations do not

cover the world uniformly, therefore the data are interpolated (by the data provider). Bearing in mind the origin

of the occurrence data and the climate data, we perform our analysis at a quite a coarse resolution (50 × 50 km

units), expecting both the occurrence data and the climate data to be reliable enough for our purpose at this level

of approximation. It would not be sensible to zoom in to a finer resolution.

2.3 Data Aggregation

Given the taxa occurrence data at localities (Sites × Taxa) and the dental traits of taxa (Taxa × Traits) we

build the traits at sites dataset (Sites × Traits). Traits at sites can in principle be described by any descriptive

characteristic of data distribution. Here we use the arithmetic mean.

The original Functional Crown Type scoring scheme (Žliobaitė et al., 2016) has seven dental trait variables,

five of which are binary and two (HYP and HOD) are ordinal, as described in Section 2.1. We converted both

ordinal variables into binary variables for individual species. In other words, we replaced variable HYP, which

takes value 1, 2, or 3, by three binary variables Hyp1, Hyp2 and Hyp3, such that, for a given species, the new

variable Hyp3 equals 1 if variable HYP took value 3 for the species and equals 0 otherwise. Similarly for variables

Hyp1 and Hyp2 with HYP values 1 and 2 respectively. We replaced variable HOD by three binary variables Hod1,

Hod2 and Hod3 in the same way.

Then, for each site and each trait, we took the mean of the binary trait variable over the taxa that occur at

the site. This corresponds to calculating what fraction of the taxa occurring at the site display the considered

trait. It results in trait distribution data at sites (Sites × Traits), where the dental trait variables describing sites
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FIGURE 2: Datasets, data aggregation and mining processes. The initial datasets (Sites × Taxa) and (Taxa ×
Traits) are aggregated to produce the (Sites × Traits) dataset. Redescriptions are then mined from this dataset
and the (Sites × Climate) dataset, resulting in a collection of redescriptions denoted as R1, R2, etc.

are all numeric variables in the range [0, 1]. For instance, the entry corresponding to location #1152 and dental

trait Hod1 indicates what fraction of the taxa occurring at this location have brachyhorizodont teeth (i.e. for which

variable HOD takes value 1 in the original Functional Crown Type scoring scheme).

Following this aggregation, we have a pair of datasets, (Sites × Traits) and (Sites × Climate), with matching

sites characterized respectively by dental trait variables and climate variables. Two such datasets form the input of

the redescription mining algorithm described in Section 3, which returns a collection of redescriptions, highlighting

associations between the dental traits variables, the climate variables and sets of locations.

FIGURE 2 summarizes the processes of aggregating taxa occurrences and dental traits over locations, and

of extracting redescriptions. The three initial datasets are represented by rectangles with a double border while

the rectangle representing the aggregated dataset has a single border.

The input of the redescription mining process is the pair of datasets (Sites × Traits) and (Sites × Climate).

These datasets contain eleven dental traits variables (Hyp1 to CM) and nineteen bioclimatic variables (T∼Y to

PColdQ) respectively (see TABLE 1). The variables are plotted on world maps in FIGURES 3, 4 and 5 (high-

definition zoomable versions of all the maps appearing in this paper are available online at https://github.com/

zliobaite/teeth-redescription).

We discard locations with two taxa or fewer, considering that the data in such locations are too limited for

the distribution of dental traits to be informative. This leaves us with 28887 locations, about 57% from the total
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50365. Therefore, the input to the mining algorithm consists of a pair of real-valued matrices of sizes respectively

28887× 11 and 28887× 19.

TABLE 1: List of the dental traits and bioclimatic variables. Temperature and precipitation are measured respec-
tively in degrees Celsius (◦C) and in millimeters (mm).

DENTAL TRAIT VARIABLES

Hyp1 Fraction of brachydont taxa (Hypsodonty)
Hyp2 Fraction of mesodont taxa (Hypsodonty)
Hyp3 Fraction of hypsodont taxa (Hypsodonty)
Hod1 Fraction of brachyhorizodont taxa (Horizodonty)
Hod2 Fraction of mesohorizodont taxa (Horizodonty)
Hod3 Fraction of hypsohorizodont taxa (Horizodonty)
AL Fraction of taxa with acute lophs
OL Fraction of taxa with obtuse lophs
SF Fraction of taxa with structural fortification of cups
OT Fraction of taxa with flat occlusal topography
CM Fraction of taxa with coronal cementum

BIOCLIMATIC VARIABLES

T∼Y Mean Annual Temperature
T∼RngD Mean Diurnal Range
TIso Isothermality
TSeason Temperature Seasonality
T+WarmM Max Temperature of Warmest Month
T−ColdM Min Temperature of Coldest Month
TRngY Annual Temperature Range
T∼WetQ Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter
T∼DryQ Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter
T∼WarmQ Mean Temperature of Warmest Quarter
T∼ColdQ Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter
PTotY Annual Precipitation
PWetM Precipitation of Wettest Month
PDryM Precipitation of Driest Month
PSeason Precipitation Seasonality
PWetQ Precipitation of Wettest Quarter
PDryQ Precipitation of Driest Quarter
PWarmQ Precipitation of Warmest Quarter
PColdQ Precipitation of Coldest Quarter

3 COMPUTATIONAL DATA ANALYSIS METHOD: REDESCRIPTION MINING

Introduced by Ramakrishnan et al. (2004), redescription mining is a data mining technique which can be ap-

plied to data from various domains. For instance, using socio-political survey data, a recent study by Galbrun

and Miettinen (2016) considered the candidates to the Finnish parliamentary elections, looking for typical asso-

ciations between their political opinions and attributes from their personal profiles (including age, education level

and party membership, among others).

The high-level objective of redescription mining is to find several distinct descriptions for the same set of

entities and to identify sets of entities that share several distinct descriptions.

In the study mentioned above, the entities were individual persons, more specifically the electoral candidates.

In the present study, entities are geographic localities, also referred to as sites. Each locality is a square on the

world map.

Descriptions, also referred to as queries, express constraints on the values that variables might take. For

instance, when considering electoral candidates, the query might require their age to fall within a particular range

and specify that they must currently be an elected representative. In the present study, considering localities,

queries might require the maximum monthly precipitation to fall within a given range and require the prevalence

of particular traits or the occurrence of certain species. By requiring that a particular binary variable (e.g. elected
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status, species occurrence) be true or that a numerical variable (e.g. age, temperature, trait prevalence) take

value in a specified range, such queries implicitly select a subset of entities, those entities which satisfy the

constraints. For this reason, we say that the query is a description of those entities.

Redescription mining aims to identify pairs of queries such that the entities selected by either one are roughly

the same. In our setting, one query will be expressed over bioclimatic variables and the other query will be in

terms of dental traits of occurring large herbivorous mammals. Each such pair will provide two different ways to

characterize (roughly) the same sites. In other words, it provides alternative descriptions of those sites, hence

the name redescription.

In general, redescription mining takes as input a collection of entities and two sets of variables. Neither the

subsets of entities nor the queries are given a priori, both are discovered concurrently and automatically. The

output of redescription mining is a set of query pairs, such that the two queries of each pair share a relatively

large fraction of entities on which they hold. The queries of each pair describe a subset of entities. In that sense,

redescriptions constitute local models, each one only applying to the entities in the associated subset. Therefore,

redescription mining can be considered to be a local approach. This is in contrast to conventional predictive

modeling methods, such as regression modeling, which can be considered to be global approaches, as they aim

at building global models, optimizing for associations that hold as well as possible for all entities.

The subsets of sites thus characterized form regions which can conceptually be compared to biomes – large

ecological areas defined by abiotic factors such as climate, relief, geology and soils with animals and plants

adapting to their environment. In this study, the results of redescription mining can thus be thought of as compu-

tational biomes. Note that redescription mining as employed here does not in any direct way enforce geographic

continuity. However, the subsets of sites tend to form contiguous regions as a result of continuity in the conditions

and of spatial autocorrelation between the variables.

3.1 What Redescriptions Are

Entities can be described using different vocabularies. Redescriptions identify alternative, nearly equivalent,

ways for describing entities, in the form of pairs of descriptions over two different vocabularies respectively.

Descriptions, also referred to as queries, are logical statements over the variables. The support of a query

q is the set of entities that satisfy it, denoted as supp(q). In other words, the support of a query is a list of sites

where the climatic variables or the dental traits match the conditions specified in the query. Then, a redescription

is a pair of queries, one over each of the two sets of variables, satisfied by roughly the same entities, that is,

having similar supports. The support of a redescription is the subset of entities described by both queries. In

other words, it is the intersection of the supports of the two queries. Overloading the notation, we denote the

support of a redescription R = (qa, qb) as supp(R), which is such that

supp(R) = supp(qa) ∩ supp(qb) .
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The similarity of the supports of the two queries that make up a redescription, also called the accuracy of the

redescription, could be assessed using any existing set similarity measure. In redescription mining, the Jaccard

coefficient is generally used for this purpose, because it is simple, intuitive and symmetric, in the sense that the

two sets are considered in the same way. The Jaccard coefficient compares the number of elements common to

both sets to the number of elements in their union. Formally, for two sets Sa and Sb it is defined as

J(Sa, Sb) =
|Sa ∩ Sb|
|Sa ∪ Sb|

.

Informally, we are trying to maximize the number of sites described by both queries while minimizing the number

of sites described by only one of them. That is, we aim at finding queries that describe the same sites from

different perspectives, not just in the sense that some of the sites they describe are the same, but so that the

entire sets of sites described by the two queries are (roughly) the same. The Jaccard coefficient is well suited for

this purpose, as it takes into account the sites that are described by either queries or both, but not the sites that

are not described by either queries. We do not require any specific value of the coefficient to be reached, what

constitutes a satisfactory value for the Jaccard coefficient depends on the data, that is, on the type and quality of

the input, as well as on the context of the analysis.

In addition to being accurate, the redescriptions should be statistically significant. In particular, for a given

redescription R = (qa, qb), we compute a p-value that indicates how likely it is that two subsets of entities Xa and

Xb sampled independently with probabilities respectively

pr(e ∈ Xa) = |supp(qa)| /n = pa

and

pr(e ∈ Xb) = |supp(qb)| /n = pb ,

where n denotes the total number of entities in the dataset, have an intersection as large or larger than the

observed support of the redescription, supp(R). This p-value can be computed using the following formula:

pV(R) =

n∑
k=|supp(R)|

(
n

k

)
(papb)

k(1− papb)
n−k .

The redescription is deemed non-significant if the p-value is larger that some threshold (typically 0.01 or 0.05).

As a practical example, consider the following query over bioclimatic variables:

qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6] .

We use Iverson bracket to specify satisfiability conditions, that is, in our case, the ranges in which the variables

must take value. The query above selects sites where the value of T∼WarmQ is lower than 18.3 and the value

of T∼ColdQ is lower than 6. In other words, it selects sites where the temperature averages below 18.3◦C during
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the warmest quarter and below 6◦C during the coldest quarter.

Now, take the following, slightly more complex query over dental traits:

qD = ([0.75 ≤ OL] AND [CM ≤ 0]) OR [0.8 ≤ Hyp3] .

A site satisfies this query if among the taxa occurring there, either more than three-quarters have teeth with

obtuse lophs and none has teeth with coronal cementum, or more than eighty percent are hypsodont.

In the dataset used in this study, which contains 28887 sites in total, we find that 8590 sites satisfy this distribu-

tion of dental traits among taxa, while 7374 sites satisfy the climatic profile specified by qC, i.e. |supp(qD)| = 8590

and |supp(qC)| = 7374. Among these sites, 6286 satisfy both queries. Hence, we have

J(supp(qD), supp(qC)) = 6286/9678 = 0.65 .

We consider this similarity to be satisfactory and the pair (qD, qC) to be an accurate redescription, which we refer

to as Rx. The p-value computed with the marginal probabilities 8590/28887 = 0.297 and 7374/28887 = 0.255

equals
28887∑
k=6286

(
28887

k

)
(0.297 · 0.255)k · (1− 0.297 · 0.255)28887−k ≈ 10−16 .

That is, the p-value is essentially zero and the redescription can be considered significant at significance levels

both 95% (threshold 0.05) as well as 99% (threshold 0.01). In summary, the support size, accuracy and p-value of

the redescription are |supp(Rx)| = 6286, J(Rx) = 0.65 and pV(Rx) = 0.00.

3.2 How Redescriptions Are Built

Given a collection of entities and two sets of variables characterizing them, the aim of redescription mining is

to automatically find pairs of queries that constitute accurate redescriptions.

Since its introduction, several algorithms have been proposed for this task. Some are based on exhaustively

searching groups of frequently co-occurring values (Gallo et al., 2008). Other learn predictive models, namely

classification trees, from which queries are then extracted (Ramakrishnan et al., 2004; Zinchenko et al., 2015).

Yet others rely on empirically engineered searches to build the queries step by step (Gallo et al., 2008; Galbrun

and Miettinen, 2012). In this study, we used the REREMI algorithm (Galbrun and Miettinen, 2012) for obtaining

redescriptions. This algorithm is able to handle numerical data, in contrast to previous algorithms which were

designed to work exclusively on Boolean data, i.e. data that contain only two distinct values, usually denoted by

true and false. The REREMI algorithm provides a number of tuneable parameters allowing, for instance, to set

thresholds on the size of the support of the output redescriptions and to control the length and complexity of their

queries.

The analysis was carried out using SIREN (http://siren.gforge.inria.fr/main/), an interface that allows
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to automatically generate redescriptions with various algorithms, including REREMI, and to visualize and inter-

actively edit the redescriptions (Galbrun and Miettinen, 2014). Initial parameters can be set based on domain

knowledge, a priori expectations and requirements. The interface allows to automatically mine redescriptions

and to then adjust the parameters in response to the results obtained, progressively refining them in successive

rounds of interaction.

REREMI is a greedy algorithm (i.e. it makes a locally optimal choice at each iteration) that mines redescrip-

tions by iteratively appending new variables to the current queries, at each step keeping the best candidates for

further extension. In the initialization phase, the algorithm tests all variable pairs, in our case each dental trait

variable with each bioclimatic variable, aiming to form simple redescriptions. In the extension phase, the algo-

rithm then considers these simple redescriptions and extends them by appending additional variables to either of

the queries. At each step, given the current candidate redescription, the algorithm considers each variable in turn

and computes the extension that would result from appending it to the candidate. The best resulting extensions

are selected, to be extended further in the next steps. The selection is driven primarily by the accuracy, that is, the

algorithm chooses the extensions that yield the greatest increase in Jaccard coefficient, while remaining within

the constraints specified by the parameters. When no improvement in the accuracy measure can be achieved, if

the maximum query length is reached or if some support requirement is broken, this process stops and the best

redescription is returned. Initial simple redescriptions are expanded in turns, from the most accurate, i.e. most

promising, ones to the least accurate, while cycling through the different variables in order to promote diversity in

the results.

For example, four extension steps are shown in TABLE 2, leading from a redescription involving only the

two variables OL and T−ColdM to a more accurate redescription involving three dental trait variables and two

bioclimatic variables.

TABLE 2: Extending a redescription: an example in four steps.

qD qC J |supp|

[1 ≤ OL ≤ 1] [T−ColdM ≤ − 10.3] 0.55 4825
[1 ≤ OL ≤ 1] OR [0.4 ≤ SF ≤ 0.4] [T−ColdM ≤ − 10.3] 0.60 5615
([1 ≤ OL ≤ 1] OR [0.4 ≤ SF ≤ 0.4]) AND [AL ≤ 0] [T−ColdM ≤ − 10.3] 0.61 5615
([1 ≤ OL ≤ 1] OR [0.4 ≤ SF ≤ 0.4]) AND [AL ≤ 0] [T−ColdM ≤ − 10.3] AND [0.1 ≤ T∼WarmQ ≤ 21.6] 0.62 5472

An additional step, appending Hyp2 to the dental traits query, produces redescription R4, which will be dis-

cussed later. At each step, the algorithm not only tests all available variables for extension but also determines

the threshold constraining the variables, setting the lower and upper bounds for T∼WarmQ respectively to 0.1 and

21.6 in the last step of the example above, for instance. To do so, a search is performed over possible values for

the thresholds, exploiting the fact that only a limited number of values actually need to be tested rather than all

values taken by the variable.

For a more detailed discussion of the REREMI mining algorithm, the interested reader is refered to (Galbrun

and Miettinen, 2012).
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3.3 Data Analysis Process

Input. The input of the redescription mining process is the pair of datasets (Sites × Traits) and (Sites × Climate),

or in more concrete terms two real-valued matrices of sizes respectively 28887× 11 and 28887× 19, as explained

in Section 2.3. All variables are listed in TABLE 1.

Output. The output of the mining process is a collection of redescriptions, i.e. of pairs of queries, one over dental

trait variables and one over climate variables respectively, each associated to the sets of locations satisfying the

queries. We look for such pairs that have a high accuracy, i.e. a high Jaccard coefficient between the respective

supports of the queries constituting the pair.

Parameters. The mining process can be adjusted by tuning a range of parameters, described in more details in

the tool’s user guide (http://siren.gforge.inria.fr/help/). The most important parameters are constraints

on the support size and on the type of queries, which are set as follows.

For our analysis, we required that at least 1% of locations satisfy both queries (MinSuppIn) and that at least

60% of locations satisfy neither of the queries (MinSuppOut). In other words, the intersection of the supports of

the two queries (the support of the redescription) and their union must contain at least 1% and at most 40% of all

locations, respectively. Indeed, to be informative, the areas described should neither be too large, corresponding

to overly generic redescriptions, nor too small, corresponding to overly specific redescriptions, and we found

these thresholds to provide a good balance.

Also, we let dental trait queries involve up to four variables, while restricting the climate queries to at most

two variables. We adjusted the maximum number of variables per queries based on our experience of modelling

the associations between dental trait distributions and climatic variables in Kenyan national parks (Žliobaitė et al.,

2016). In our experience, a combination of three or four dental traits was sufficient to generate reasonably

accurate estimates. Further increasing the number of variables can only marginally improve estimates, but can

make interpretation of the results much more complicated. We limited the number of environmental variables to

two, since the climate variables essentially measure two physical phenomena, temperature and precipitation.

Technically, both conjunctions and disjunctions can be used on either the dental traits, the climate queries or

both. Conjunctions are more strict, since they require both conditions to be true, for example: high percentage of

hypsodont AND low percentage of flat teeth. Disjunctions are more inclusive, since only one of the conditions

needs to be true, for example: high percentage of hypsodont OR low percentage of flat teeth. As we strived

for redescriptions that are reasonably easy to analyze and interpret, we did not allow disjunctions to appear

simultaneously in both queries of a redescription. For the same reason, we also did not allow negations to

appear in the queries.

Computational analysis process. We mined redescriptions using the dental traits and climate variables de-

scribed earlier. The goal of the experiment was to find what associations between dental trait distributions and

climate are best supported in this dataset.
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We obtained 384 redescriptions in total, with accuracies ranging from 0.68 down to 0.03, and support sizes

between 6694 and 289 locations. In other words, the obtained redescriptions cover between 23.17% and 1% of

the total 28887 locations, with the smaller support sizes matching the minimum support threshold MinSuppIn.

All obtained redescriptions and their variants that we report here had p-value essentially zero, well below the

significance threshold. Hence, all the reported redescriptions can be considered to be statistically significant and

we do not report the p-value for each one separately. The mining process took about 50 minutes to complete on

a commodity laptop.

The obtained redescriptions can be ranked by their accuracy, and can be filtered based on whether they

contain dental traits or climate variables of interest. Next, we will discuss a selection of the redescriptions mined

automatically in the experiment. Specifically, we will present the ten redescriptions with the highest accuracy

and three redescriptions involving high values for the precipitation seasonality, since they are a representative

subset of high quality results covering the different areas. In addition, we present variants of some of these

redescriptions, obtained through automatic and manual edits of the dental traits queries, which allow us to delve

deeper in the analysis of the conditions specified by the queries.

Implications for the analysis of the fossil record. Models of current situations also inform how we study the

past, providing frameworks and hypotheses to be tested using historical experiments (McGuire and Davis, 2014).

Apart from explaining associations between dental characteristics of herbivorous mammals and their habitats

existing at present, the identified redescriptions could potentially be applied to reconstruct the palaeoclimate and

its major climate types based on fossil mammal assemblages, following the principles of ecometric analyses.

Given a collection of redescriptions extracted, as we do here, from present traits and climate data, and given

fossil assemblage data, the approach would work as follows. After computing the trait distributions for fossil

assemblages, one could consider each redescription in turn, looking for localities where its dental queries holds.

One can then expect that the climate in such localities might have corresponded to the conditions specified in the

climatic query of the redescription.

Modern days may not always accurately reflect the past, but one reassuring feature of ecometric approaches is

that they rely on functional traits averaged over faunal communities, instead of presence or absence of particular

species or particular traits. While almost all dental traits as such can be found in almost all environments, what

matters is which traits are common for which environments. Therefore, one can hope that rare cases will be

averaged over and most common general patterns driving evolution across communities (Jernvall and Fortelius,

2002; Hannisdal et al., 2017) will surface.

While mechanically simple, such a projection of the redescriptions in the past requires further investigations,

for instance, to propose systematic ways in which to evaluate the ability of the patterns to generalize to unseen

data, to reconcile the diverging projections that may arise from different redescriptions, and to estimate the

reliability of the resulting climate predictions. In particular, the probability that a projected redescription holds could

be computed based on its accuracy and support in the modern data. Hence, the second step, the projection of the

redescriptions in the past, is not entirely straightforward. Neither is the first step, the extraction of the redescription
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from modern data, on which we focus in this study.

4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTING REDESCRIPTIONS

The most accurate redescriptions selected according to the analysis protocol specified earlier are denoted as

R1–R10 and listed in TABLE 3. These ten redescriptions show the highest Jaccard coefficients among all those

returned by the algorithm.

We can see that the dominant dental characteristics in the resulting queries are hypsodonty and obtuse lophs,

closely followed by acute lophs and structural fortification. Horizodonty, cement and occlusal topography appear

more rarely.

The climate queries of the top ten redescriptions either contain only temperature variables or combine tem-

perature and precipitation variables, typically highlighting limits, ranges or seasonality. The climate queries in the

top four redescriptions (R1–R4) and in the last redescription (R10) include only temperature variables, specifying

ranges of temperatures, or referring to the limits of warmth and cold. The remaining five queries (in R5–R9)

each combine one temperature variable and one precipitation variable. In the latter cases, the temperature vari-

able typically concerns the range (TIso) or the seasonality (TSeason). The precipitation variables capture either

annual precipitation (PTotY) or precipitation of the wettest quarter (PWetQ).

Hypsodonty and lophedness are the most dominant dental traits. These variables have been shown to be

good proxies for the global temperature and precipitation (Liu et al., 2012). It has also been demonstrated

that, at least in Africa, dental traits of herbivorous animals better reflect limiting climatic conditions than average

conditions (Žliobaitė et al., 2016), which manifests in variables that specify limits being overrepresented in the

climate queries.

Interestingly, lower limits on precipitation, which would capture arid climates, do not appear in the top ten

redescriptions. Aridity is usually expressed as a function of rainfall and temperature (Food and Agriculture Or-

ganization of the United Nation, 1989). Aridity indeed constitutes an important climatic constraint, limiting the

availability and quality of vegetation, and in turn imposing functional demands on the teeth for feeding on such

vegetation (Strömberg, 2002). The absence of lower limits on precipitation can be explained by the geographic

coverage of the top ten redescriptions, as visualized in FIGURE 6. We can see that all redescriptions cover pri-

marily either a boreal-temperate moist zone in the northern hemisphere (R1, R3, R4, R10) or a tropical moist zone

near the equator (R2, R5–R9). We observe that the top redescriptions do not involve lower limits on precipitation.

This makes sense because the lack of precipitation is not a factor limiting the productivity of the environment in

either of the two zones. Indeed, in the north, the primary productivity of the environment is mainly limited by tem-

perature, not precipitation, as inferred from Lieth (1975) and the temperature also controls nitrogen availability in

this region (Melillo et al., 1993). On the other hand, in the tropical forest regions, net primary productivity (NPP) is

generally limited by moisture, nutrients (Cleveland et al., 2011), and disturbances (e.g. fire). Competition for light
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TABLE 3: Ten redescriptions with highest accuracy among 379 obtained. For each redescription, we list its
queries, that is, the query over dental traits variables (qD) and the query over bioclimatic variables (qC). We also
indicate the accuracy of the redescription (J) as well as the size of its support, as the number of sites described
(| supp |) and as a percentage of the total number of sites (supp%).

R1 J = 0.68 |supp| = 6517 supp% = 22.56

qD = [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] AND [1 ≤ Hod1] AND [AL ≤ 0.056] AND [0.75 ≤ OL]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

R2 J = 0.67 |supp| = 6694 supp% = 23.17

qD =
(
([0.846 ≤ Hyp1] AND [OL ≤ 0.4]) OR [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.138]

)
AND [Hyp3 ≤ 0.348]

qC = [67 ≤ TIso] AND [17.7 ≤ T+WarmM ≤ 35.8]

R3 J = 0.65 |supp| = 6291 supp% = 21.78

qD = [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] AND [1 ≤ Hod1] AND [AL ≤ 0.048] AND [0.75 ≤ OL]
qC = [T+WarmM ≤ 25.7] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6.1]

R4 J = 0.63 |supp| = 5470 supp% = 18.94

qD = ([1 ≤ OL ≤ 1] OR [0.4 ≤ SF ≤ 0.4]) AND [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] AND [AL ≤ 0]

qC = [T−ColdM ≤ − 10.3] AND [0.1 ≤ T∼WarmQ ≤ 21.6]

R5 J = 0.63 |supp| = 6374 supp% = 22.07

qD =
(
([Hyp3 ≤ 0.458] AND [0.061 ≤ AL ≤ 0.235]) OR [0.032 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.059]

)
AND [OL ≤ 0.643]

qC = [68 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [613 ≤ PTotY ≤ 6989]

R6 J = 0.62 |supp| = 4821 supp% = 16.69

qD = ([1 ≤ Hyp1 ≤ 1] AND [0.091 ≤ SF ≤ 0.286]) OR [0.033 ≤ Hyp3 ≤ 0.12] OR [0.182 ≤ AL ≤ 0.188]
qC = [53 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [1475 ≤ PTotY ≤ 3670]

R7 J = 0.61 |supp| = 3476 supp% = 12.03

qD = ([1 ≤ Hyp1 ≤ 1] AND [0.059 ≤ OL ≤ 0.333] AND [0.091 ≤ SF ≤ 0.25]) OR [0.062 ≤ Hyp2 ≤ 0.083]
qC = [65 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [692 ≤ PWetQ ≤ 1511]

R8 J = 0.60 |supp| = 4971 supp% = 17.21

qD =
(
([1 ≤ Hyp1 ≤ 1] AND [OL ≤ 0.333]) OR [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.107]

)
AND [0.032 ≤ AL ≤ 0.188]

qC = [23.1 ≤ TSeason ≤ 116.6] AND [289 ≤ PWetQ ≤ 2256]

R9 J = 0.60 |supp| = 4666 supp% = 16.15

qD =
(
([0.933 ≤ Hyp1] AND [0.059 ≤ OL ≤ 0.364]) OR [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.107]

)
AND [0.032 ≤ AL ≤ 0.188]

qC = [69 ≤ TIso ≤ 87] AND [410 ≤ PWetQ ≤ 1940]

R10 J = 0.60 |supp| = 5993 supp% = 20.75

qD =
(
([0.759 ≤ OL] AND [CM ≤ 0]) OR [0.5 ≤ SF ≤ 0.667]

)
AND [0.25 ≤ Hyp1]

qC = [TIso ≤ 31] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 2.2]

can also lead to self thinning of forests and thus also limit NPP. Thus, since they do not cover the arid regions in

the tropical latitudes, it makes sense that the top redescriptions do not involve lower limits on precipitation.

Next, we analyze the top ten redescriptions, separately for the boreal-temperate moist zone (in Section 4.1)

and the tropical moist zone (in Section 4.2). Then, to cover all major climatic zones of the globe, we specifically

look for redescriptions characterizing a tropical-subtropical dry climate among the results and discuss them in

Section 4.3.

4.1 Boreal-Temperate Moist Zone

The redescription with the highest accuracy, R1, indicates that sites with less than 33% of mesodont species,

no horizontal elongation of teeth, less than 6% species having acute lophs and more than 75% of species having
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TABLE 4: Redescriptions R1 and variants with alternative dental traits queries. R1a is obtained by manually
removing Hyp2. The remaining variants are obtained by deleting the entire query, then letting the algorithm find a
new one, with some variables desactivated. First, we desactivated variables Hod1, Hod2, Hod3 and AL, obtaining
R1b. Further deactivating Hyp2, we obtained R1c and R1d. Fields are the same as in TABLE 3.

R1 J = 0.68 |supp| = 6517 supp% = 22.56

qD = [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] AND [1 ≤ Hod1] AND [AL ≤ 0.056] AND [0.75 ≤ OL]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

R1a J = 0.67 |supp| = 6518 supp% = 22.56

qD = [1 ≤ Hod1] AND [AL ≤ 0.056] AND [0.75 ≤ OL]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

R1b J = 0.61 |supp| = 6532 supp% = 22.61

qD = [Hyp2 ≤ 0.333] AND [0.75 ≤ OL]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

R1c J = 0.65 |supp| = 6286 supp% = 21.76

qD = ([0.75 ≤ OL] AND [CM ≤ 0]) OR [0.8 ≤ Hyp3]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

R1d J = 0.66 |supp| = 6158 supp% = 21.32

qD = ([0.273 ≤ Hyp1] AND [0.75 ≤ OL] AND [CM ≤ 0]) OR [0.8 ≤ Hyp3]
qC = [T∼WarmQ ≤ 18.3] AND [T∼ColdQ ≤ 6]

obtuse lophs can be described by temperatures of the warmest quarter lower than 18.3◦C and temperatures of

the coldest quarter lower than 6◦C. These temperature limits capture the temperate-cold climate, including cold

mountain climate (e.g. the Tibetan Plateau and the Rocky Mountains). This redescription holds in North America,

Europe and Eastern Siberia. It represents temperate climate in Europe, boreal climate in northern Eurasia

and North America. Indeed, these habitats are dominated by boreal forest species with typically selenodont

teeth (crescent-shaped cusps), most of those teeth are low-crowned and have lophs, that are characteristic

dental traits for browsers (Popowics and Fortelius, 1997). Redescription R1 gives a plausible description of

the northern boreal-temperate forest habitats (preferable needleleaf tree cover). Exceptions to these conditions

include Europe, due to strong human activity, and the Tibetan Plateau, which is at a notably higher elevation

(around 4500 m on average) than the rest of R1 and thus mainly contains tundra and herbaceous cover. We

explore these conditions further, by deriving variants of this redescription.

TABLE 4 presents four variants of redescription R1, denoted as R1a–R1d. The corresponding maps are

visualized in FIGURE 7. By manually removing Hyp2 from the dental traits query of R1 we obtain redescription

R1a. Then, we completely delete the dental trait query and let the algorithm automatically find new queries over

dental traits to match the climatic query, but restricting the search space. More specifically, we deactivate some

variables so that the algorithm does not use them when building extensions. After deactivating horizodonty

variables (Hod1, Hod2 and Hod3) as well as the acute lophs variable (AL) we obtain variant R1b. Further

deactivating the hypsodonty variable (Hyp2) which occurred in the original query, we obtain variants R1c and

R1d.

By comparing R1 and R1a, we notice that removing the requirement on the share of mesodont species (Hyp2)

has only a small impact on the accuracy. We can see from the visualization of dental traits in FIGURE 3 that
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hypsohorizodont species appear primarily in Africa. Thus, the requirement for all species to be brachyhorizodont

keeps the dental query in R1 away from Africa, but a similar effect is already achieved by the requirement of a low

share of acute lophs. Comparing R1 and R1b, shows that removing the horizodonty and acute lophs constraints

(Hod1 and AL, respectively) has a larger impact. Indeed, the term requiring no horizodontal elongation of teeth

plays an important role in redescription R1. Horizontal elongation is only present in elephants and African suids,

which generally do not occur in the northern hemisphere where the climatic conditions of this redescription (low

temperatures with a large difference between seasons) are satisfied. This holds for the modern day, but it may

not hold, for instance, looking back into the Pleistocene where proboscidians with horizontally elongated molars

lived in very cold climates. In the modern data the mean hypsodonty and lophedness conditions do apply in

some parts of Africa, thus, the horizodonty condition mostly contributes to excluding the African locations from

the support. Evidence of this is visible from the map of R1b in FIGURE 7 where the African localities, which do

not satisfy the cold climate query, join the support of the dental traits query (drawn in red) as a consequence of

removing the horizodonty variable.

Further variants R1c and R1d introduce restrictions on the percentage of high hypsodonty (Hyp3) and on the

presence of cementum (CM). Conceptually, these restrictions are similar to requiring no horizontal elongation,

because they eliminate warm climate localities. Again the effect is mostly to exclude Africa, where savanna

habitats with high percentage of grass demand high hypsodonty (Strömberg, 2002), and high hypsodonty is

strongly correlated with the presence of cementum (Žliobaitė et al., 2016).

Overall, redescriptions of the boreal-temperate moist zone most commonly emphasize a high number of

species having obtuse lophs and a lack of hypsodonty, which is in line with expectations from the ecology and

ecometrics perspectives (Liu et al., 2012). The boreal-temperate moist zone is dominated by several species of

deer, which have lophed teeth but never become hypsodont (Heywood, 2010). The lophedness of molar surface

reflects the tooth’s cutting capacity per unit action (Kay and Hiiemae, 1974). A high cutting capacity in combination

with low hypsodonty suggests high functional demands without increased tooth wear, which is characteristic of

cool and vegetated habitats, where the major available plant food during the cold season consists of tough, but

not very abrasive structural plant parts.

4.2 Tropical Moist Zone

The second redescription from the top ten list, R2, describes sites near the equator in Africa, South America

and Asia, as can be seen from the map in FIGURE 6.

The climate query describes a hot climate subject to several variations. The maximum temperature of the

warmest month (T+WarmM) is required to be between 17.7 and 35.8◦C, while the isothermality (TIso) – which is

the ratio of the mean diurnal temperature range to the annual temperature range, i.e. TIso = T∼RngD/TRngY – is

required to be greater than 67%. It implies a low seasonality in the temperatures, that is, the annual temperature

range being almost as limited as the daily temperature range.
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TABLE 5: Redescriptions R2 and R5 and variants with alternative dental traits queries. R2a and R2b are obtained
by splitting the dental traits queries of R2 into two components. Similarly, R5a and R5b are obtained by splitting
dental traits queries of R5 into two components. Fields are the same as in TABLE 3.

R2 J = 0.67 |supp| = 6694 supp% = 23.17

qD =
(
([0.846 ≤ Hyp1] AND [OL ≤ 0.4]) OR [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.138]

)
AND [Hyp3 ≤ 0.348]

qC = [67 ≤ TIso] AND [17.7 ≤ T+WarmM ≤ 35.8]

R2a J = 0.52 |supp| = 4979 supp% = 17.24

qD = [0.846 ≤ Hyp1] AND [OL ≤ 0.4]

qC = [67 ≤ TIso] AND [17.7 ≤ T+WarmM ≤ 35.8]

R2b J = 0.20 |supp| = 1758 supp% = 6.09

qD = [0.033 ≤ OT ≤ 0.138] AND [Hyp3 ≤ 0.348]

qC = [67 ≤ TIso] AND [17.7 ≤ T+WarmM ≤ 35.8]

R5 J = 0.63 |supp| = 6374 supp% = 22.07

qD =
(
([Hyp3 ≤ 0.458] AND [0.061 ≤ AL ≤ 0.235]) OR [0.032 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.059]

)
AND [OL ≤ 0.643]

qC = [68 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [613 ≤ PTotY ≤ 6989]

R5a J = 0.57 |supp| = 5604 supp% = 19.40

qD = [0.061 ≤ AL ≤ 0.235] AND [OL ≤ 0.643]
qC = [68 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [613 ≤ PTotY ≤ 6989]

R5b J = 0.14 |supp| = 1077 supp% = 3.73

qD = [0.032 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.059] AND [OL ≤ 0.643]
qC = [68 ≤ TIso ≤ 91] AND [613 ≤ PTotY ≤ 6989]

The dental query of R2 is more complex than for the boreal-temperate forest area, since it consists of two

parts connected by a disjunction (i.e. an “OR”). The query requires either a large share of brachydont species

and a small share of species with obtuse lophs, or a small share of species with flat occlusal topography and

a small share of hypsodont species. This disjunction in the query is needed to describe the tropical moist zone

globally, since the distribution of dental traits in the African part is quite different from their distribution in South

America and Asia.

TABLE 5 lists redescription variants of R2, namely R2a and R2b, obtained by manually splitting the dental traits

query into two components. The two components correspond to the dental trait distribution of South America and

Asia (R2a) on one hand, and Africa (R2b), on the other hand, as can be seen from the corresponding maps in

FIGURE 8.

The dental query of R2a combines a requirement for a large share of brachydont species and a small share

of species having obtuse lophs. This redescription characterizes the tropical moist zones in South America and

Asia, where the share of hypsodont species is very low. South America used to have hypsodont species (Madden,

2014), but now all are extinct.

The dental query of R2b requires that taxa with flat occlusal topography constitute a low but non-zero fraction

of present taxa and that hypsodont taxa constitute no more than about a third of present taxa. A large share of

hypsodont species suggests an environment dominated by grasslands (Strömberg et al., 2013). Characterizing

the African habitats around the equator with flat topography and high hypsodonty, which primarily signal grass

eating, suggests that the African rain forest environments include a small share of grassland adapted fauna, and
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perhaps include open canopy with grasses.

The sites covered by redescription R5 are similar to those covered by R2: rain forest areas around the equator

in Africa, South America and Asia. While the climatic query of R2 required high temperatures and high isother-

mality (annual range of temperatures similar to diurnal range of temperatures), the climatic query of R5 also

requires high isothermality but associated to high annual precipitation (between 613 and 6989 mm in total). We

can see from the maps in FIGURE 6 that the areas satisfying R2 and R5 (drawn in purple) are very similar, with

R5 being slightly more patchy in Africa. The main difference from the climatic perspective is that R2 covers the

Somalian peninsula, while R5 does not, but this area is not supported by the dental queries of R2 nor of R5, so

this region does not belong to the support of either redescription.

Similarly to R2, R5 can be split into two components. The resulting redescriptions, R5a and R5b, are listed

in TABLE 5 and visualized in FIGURE 8. A central region of Africa is described by R5b, while another region of

Africa, along with regions in South America and Asia are described by R5a. Interestingly, the support of R5 in

Africa is divided into two parts, which was not the case with R2. This difference arises from the differences in

variables involved in the dental traits query of R5 as compared to that of R2. Unlike in the variants of R2, the query

of R5a imposes constraints on the presence of acute and obtuse lophed species, but puts no requirement on the

presence of hypsodont species. Such a constraint would not be satisfied in South America and Asia, because of

the absence of hypsodont species in those tropical forest areas. The query of R5b, the African redescription of

the tropical forests, imposes constraints on the presence of obtuse lophs and on the presence of hypsohorizodont

species. Hypsohorizodonty, that is, horizodontal elongation of teeth, is a characteristic currently present almost

exclusively in Africa. It would be different in the past, for instance proboscidians lived in very cold climates in the

Northern hemisphere in the Pleistocene and Holocene (Stuart et al., 2004).

Overall, the tropical moist zone is associated with the presence of acute and obtuse lophs, but not in very

large shares. Lophed teeth are characteristic of forest species. Hypsodonty is not strongly necessary, as these

habitats are very humid, even though hot, and provide plant food which is tough (Dominy et al., 2003), but not

too abrasive and does not put high pressure on teeth durability. Indeed, the combination of low cutting capacity

and low hypsodonty indicates a general lack of stress, such as herbivores may encounter in warm and humid

conditions with a wide variety of edible plant parts available throughout the year (Liu et al., 2012). The tropical

moist zone is the richest in species and can host forms that would not survive on fibrous food, because there is

never a bad season in those environments.

4.3 Tropical-Subtropical Dry Zone

In order to obtain redescriptions complementing the geographic coverage of the top ten, we take a closer

look at those that characterize regions with high precipitation seasonality. From the list of all 379 obtained rede-

scriptions we select for further analysis the redescriptions with the highest accuracy and including high values for

variable PSeason. These redescriptions cover the tropical-subtropical dry zone, as can be seen from FIGURE 9,
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TABLE 6: Three redescriptions, R43, R69 and R74, featuring high values of PSeason with highest accuracy
among 379 obtained and variants with alternative dental traits queries. R43a and R43b are obtained from R43 by
removing first Hod1, then OL. R69a and R69b are obtained by splitting the dental traits queries of R69 into two
components. Fields are the same as in TABLE 3.

R43 J = 0.52 |supp| = 3141 supp% = 10.87

qD = ([Hyp1 ≤ 0.429] AND [0.042 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.222]) OR [0.96 ≤ Hod1 ≤ 0.96] OR [0.167 ≤ OL ≤ 0.167]
qC = [54 ≤ TIso ≤ 88] AND [84 ≤ PSeason ≤ 136]

R43a J = 0.51 |supp| = 3101 supp% = 10.74

qD = ([Hyp1 ≤ 0.429] AND [0.042 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.222]) OR [0.167 ≤ OL ≤ 0.167]
qC = [54 ≤ TIso ≤ 88] AND [84 ≤ PSeason ≤ 136]

R43b J = 0.50 |supp| = 2864 supp% = 9.91

qD = [Hyp1 ≤ 0.429] AND [0.042 ≤ Hod3 ≤ 0.222]
qC = [54 ≤ TIso ≤ 88] AND [84 ≤ PSeason ≤ 136]

R69 J = 0.48 |supp| = 5073 supp% = 17.56

qD = ([0.346 ≤ Hyp3] AND [AL ≤ 0.095]) OR [0.444 ≤ Hyp2] OR [0.429 ≤ SF ≤ 0.455]
qC = [13.8 ≤ TRngY ≤ 50.3] AND [91 ≤ PSeason ≤ 164]

R69a J = 0.45 |supp| = 4640 supp% = 16.06

qD = [0.346 ≤ Hyp3] AND [AL ≤ 0.095]
qC = [13.8 ≤ TRngY ≤ 50.3] AND [91 ≤ PSeason ≤ 164]

R69b J = 0.03 |supp| = 197 supp% = 0.68

qD = [0.429 ≤ SF ≤ 0.455]
qC = [13.8 ≤ TRngY ≤ 50.3] AND [91 ≤ PSeason ≤ 164]

R74 J = 0.47 |supp| = 5070 supp% = 17.55

qD = ([Hyp1 ≤ 0.4] OR [0.111 ≤ Hyp2 ≤ 0.125] OR [0.273 ≤ Hyp3 ≤ 0.308]) AND [AL ≤ 0.095]
qC = [75.1 ≤ TSeason ≤ 1352] AND [90 ≤ PSeason ≤ 147]

which complements the two previously identified zones.

In TABLE 6, we report redescriptions involving high values for variable PSeason, that is, redescriptions which

describe areas with high precipitation seasonality. More specifically, we report the three most accurate such

redescriptions returned by the main mining process. These redescriptions are ranked respectively 43th, 69th,

74th among the original results and hence denoted as R43, R69 and R74, respectively. The geographic areas,

corresponding to those redescriptions, are visualized in FIGURE 9.

In addition to the precipitation seasonality, the climate queries in these redescriptions involve isothermality,

temperature annual range, and temperature seasonality, respectively. All these climate characterizations empha-

size seasonality. Geographically, these queries mainly cover tropical Africa, excluding the rain forest areas near

the equator, in addition to either patches in South America (R43), or patches in Central-South Asia, including

India and the Tibetan Plateau (R69 and R74).

Interestingly, the Tibetan Plateau is included in R1 from the boreal-temperate moist zone, and also appears

in the current group of redescriptions in R69 and R74. The climate query of R1 emphasizes seasonality and

low level of temperature, which applies to the Tibetan Plateau, while R69 and R74 constrain the width of the

temperature range without requiring any particular temperature, and also restrict the seasonality of precipitation,

two conditions which apply to the Tibetan Plateau. The Tibetan Plateau is hence present in both zones. The
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climate over the Tibetan Plateau is cold and has high seasonality in temperature and precipitation. Because it

includes the Tibetan Plateau, we cannot regard the current set of redescriptions as representing only the tropical-

subtropical dry zone, but regard it as representing the climate with high seasonality in both tropical and temperate

zones more generally. The remaining redescription, R74, involves the tropical-subtropical zone only.

The dental traits query of R43 requires the presence of a low fraction of brachydont and of hypsohorizodont

species. Sites where either 96% of taxa are brachyhorizodont or 16.7% have obtuse lophs are also included in

the support, through a disjunction. The conditions for horizodonty and obtuse lophs in the dental query of R43

require very precise values and it is more likely an artifact in the data than a generic pattern. Therefore, we obtain

simplified queries by dropping the inequalities associated with the two variables. Redescription R43a is obtained

by removing the condition for the low share of brachyhorizodont taxa (0.96 ≤ Hod1 ≤ 0.96). Further removing

the condition for obtuse lophs (0.167 ≤ OL ≤ 0.167) yields redescription R43b. The first removal has almost no

impact on the accuracy and support of the redescription. The removal of the inequality associated with obtuse

lophs, however, removes a patch in South America. The patch due to a precise value of lophedness seems to

be a rather artificial construct, and we therefore believe that R43b constitutes a more informative representation

than the original R43.

The dental traits query of R69 requires that among taxa present at the sites at least a third be hypsodont and

less than one percent have acute lophs. Besides, sites where about two fifth of taxa or more are mesodont or

about two fifth of taxa have structural fortifications of cups are included in the support through a disjunction.

Acute lophs combined with a relatively high hypsodonty, as well as structural fortification of cups have been

associated with woody cover areas in arid tropical environments (Žliobaitė et al., 2016). Interestingly, R69 also

includes South Asia, as can be seen from FIGURE 9. We further investigate this redescription by splitting the

dental traits query. Specifically, R69a and R69b result from keeping only the conjunction of hypsodonty and

acute lophs and only the condition on structural fortifications of cups, respectively. We can see from FIGURE 9

that the structural fortification constraint applies mainly to the costal parts of India, and does not seem to hold

generically across the areas supported by this redescription. R69a is a simplified version of R69, obtained by

dropping the structural fortification and mesodonty constraints, which seems to hold generically across the African

and Asian areas in question. This query suggests that the arid African areas are comparable in terms of their

climate and dental characteristics to the South Asian areas. Climatically, the tropical arid region and South Asia

are both affected by monsoonal climate. Therefore, both regions are characterized by high seasonality (Wang

et al., 2014). The dental trait queries require relatively high hypsodonty and relatively low share of acute lophs,

suggesting environments with relatively high percentage of grass.

Finally, the dental traits query of R74 specifies a disjunction over the distributions of the three different types

of hypsodonty combined to the presence of less than ten percent of taxa with acute lophs. Overall, the dental

query, similarly to the previous redescriptions, points to relatively high hypsodonty and low share of acute lophs.

The climate query of this redescription combines temperature and precipitation seasonality measures, requiring

the temperature not to be too seasonal, but the precipitation to be rather seasonal, which is characteristic of the
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tropical monsoonal climate (Kottek et al., 2006). These are mainly grassland dominated climatic areas, therefore,

high hypsodonty and low share of acute lophs is an expected combination of the dominating dental traits.

South Asian and African areas covered by this set of redescriptions both have a tropical monsoonal climate,

as well as a tropical savanna climate. An interesting implication resulting from the analysis of this set of rede-

scriptions is the similarity of dental traits between the two climates, both matched to hypsodonty and lack of acute

lophs, which are characteristic for grasslands.

4.4 Comparison with the Köppen Climate Classification

To better understand the climate features represented in each redescription, we compare the geographic

coverage of the obtained redescriptions, i.e. their support sets, with the widely used Köppen climate classification

(Kottek et al., 2006). The Köppen climate classification is based on the empirical relationship between climate

and vegetation, and is simply defined by temperature, precipitation and their seasonality. It thus provides an

efficient way to describe different climatic conditions that are ecologically relevant. The Köppen system defines

five main classes: A) equatorial, B) arid, C) warm temperate, D) snow and E) polar, each containing subclasses

with specific precipitation and temperature characteristics. TABLE 7 lists these classes and their subclasses.

FIGURE 10 shows the repartition of the sites in our dataset among the Köppen climate subclasses as a map,

as well as the distribution of the support of the redescriptions over those subclasses as histograms. For each

redescription, the histogram shows the number of sites from each subclass that belong to its support. The legend,

between the map and the histograms, indicates the total number of sites in each subclass grouped by class, with

bars at the same scale as the histograms. Variants are listed below the main redescription they are associated

with and are depicted with narrower histograms.

Note that overall this analysis is not aimed at finding redescriptions that match the Köppen climate subclasses

one-to-one, but rather defining new classes driven by the match between traits and climate. Yet here, for com-

parison and general interest, we evaluate the match between a redescription’s support and the Kppen climate

subclasses using the entropy measure. We propose to use entropy to evaluate the quality of the match between a

redescription’s support and the Köppen climate subclasses. For a given redescription R, we consider the random

variables X and Y to represent the membership of sites in the support of R and in a Köppen climate subclass,

respectively. Letting s denote a site, we have X = 1 if and only if s ∈ supp(R), and X = 0 otherwise. On the

other hand, Y = ki where ki ∈ K denotes the Köppen subclass to which the site belongs. Intuitively, the entropy

of X, H(X), represents the amount of information that is contained in the variable X, while the entropy of X

conditioned on Y , H(X | Y ), represents the amount of additional information contained in X when Y is known.

Hence, we take H(X|Y )/H(X) as a measure of the ratio of information contained in X that cannot be determined

from Y .

A perfect match means that there exists a subset of Köppen subclasses such that a site belongs to the support

of the redescription if and only if it belongs to one of the subclasses in the subset. In that case, the support can
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be entirely determined from the Köppen subclasses, we have H(X | Y ) = 0 and H(X | Y )/H(X) = 0. On the

other hand, if the match is very poor, knowing the subclasses does not bring any information about membership

in the support, then H(X | Y ) will be close to H(X) so that H(X | Y )/H(X) ≈ 1. In short, H(X | Y )/H(X) will

take value in the range [0, 1], with redescriptions whose support matches the Köppen subclasses associated to

smaller values.

We show the corresponding value of the entropy ratio, H(X | Y )/H(X), next to each redescription in FIG-

URE 10. We observe that the match between support and climate subclasses is best among redescriptions in

the first group, especially R3 and R1, as well as the latter’s variants R1a and R1b which have entropy ratios at or

near 0.283. The match between the climate subclasses and the support of redescriptions from the second and

third groups is somewhat worse, with ratios typically around 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. Again, our goal is not to

find a perfect match between our redescriptions and the Köppen system, but this is clearly helpful when trying to

interpret the obtained redescriptions. We now look in turn at each group more closely.

The support of redescriptions within the boreal-temperate moist group (R1, R3, R4, R10 and variants, dis-

cussed in Section 4.1) belongs mainly to Köppen snow subclasses (class D), in part to Köppen warm temperate

subclasses (class C), as well as to Köppen polar subclasses (class E) in North-East Asia and on the Tibetan

plateau. Indeed, most of the snow subclasses (class E) and the humid subclasses (class C) of the warm tem-

perate areas are covered by redescriptions from our first group and are not covered by our other two groups.

The Tibetan plateau constitutes an exception to this repartition, as it also appears in redescriptions from the

tropical-subtropical dry zone. Comparing FIGURE 10 and FIGURE 6 reveals that the query of dental traits in

these redescriptions tends to capture some dry climate regions compared to the query of climate variables which

limits the region in the temperate-cold humid climate.

Redescriptions within the tropical moist group (R2, R5–R9 and variants, discussed in Section 4.2) consistently

cover equatorial Köppen subclasses (class A) in South America, Africa and Indonesia-Malaysia regions (cf. FIG-

URES 10 and 6). However, the tropical climate in India, South-East Asia and East Africa is not covered by these

redescriptions. The inconsistencies between the dental traits and climate queries in these redescriptions mainly

occur in South-East Asia, which only satisfies the dental traits queries, and East Africa, which only satisfies the

climate queries. This suggests that the association between dental traits and climate in these regions is distinct

from other tropical climate regions.

Redescriptions from the tropical-subtropical dry group (R43, R69, R74 and variants, discussed in Section 4.3)

mainly cover arid Köppen subclasses (class B) and seasonal dry climate types in tropical and subtropical regions

(Aw, Cwa and Cwb) of India and East Africa, as expected from the formulation of the queries. As discussed

earlier, redescriptions R69, R69a and R74 from this group cover the Tibetan plateau, an area classified within

the polar class of the Köppen system (class E) but which also fits the pattern of seasonality captured by those

redescriptions.

We observe that southern China and South-East Asia are not covered by the redescriptions reported in this

study. This brings into focus the uniqueness of these regions in their dental traits-climate association. Indeed,
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TABLE 7: Climate classes defined by the Köppen system (Kottek et al., 2006). Pth is a dryness threshold.

Class Description Climate criterion
A Equatorial climates Tmin ≤ 18◦C
Af Equatorial rainforest, fully humid Pmin ≥ 60 mm
Am Equatorial monsoon Pann ≥ 25(100− Pmin)
As Equatorial savanna with dry summer Pmin ≤ 60 mm in summer
Aw Equatorial savanna with dry winter Pmin ≤ 60 mm in winter
B Arid climates Pann < 10 Pth
BS Steppe climate Pann > 5 Pth
BW Desert climate Pann ≤ 5 Pth
C Warm temperate climates −3◦C < Tmin < +18◦C
Cs Warm temperate climate with dry summer Psmin < Pwmin , Pwmax > 3Psmin and Psmin < 40 mm
Cw Warm temperate climate with dry winter Pwmin < Psmin and Psmax > 10Pwmin

Cf Warm temperate climate, fully humid neither Cs nor Cw
D Snow climates Tmin ≤ −3◦C
Ds Snow climate with dry summer Psmin < Pwmin , Pwmax > 3Psmin and Psmin < 40 mm
Dw Snow climate with dry winter Pwmin < Psmin and Psmax > 10Pwmin

Df Snow climate, fully humid neither Ds nor Dw
E Polar climates Tmax < +10◦C
ET Tundra climate 0◦C ≤ Tmax < +10◦C
EF Frost climate Tmax < 0◦C

while the climate types of these regions (especially Aw and Cwa) are similar to other tropical regions covered

by our redescriptions, their dental traits typically follow more temperate-like patterns. In particular, these regions

accommodate a relatively large share of brachydont species and a relatively high percentage of species with

obtuse lophs, as can be seen from the trait maps in FIGURE 5. The summer monsoon in these regions may

be attractive for immigrants from the temperate zone that enjoy the southern comfort. At the same time, due to

a strong influence of Asian winter monsoon in these regions, winters are usually colder and drier than in other

tropical areas. This may cause defoliation of trees in winter, and thus favor more temperate-like dental traits of

the fauna that can help them to survive the harsh winter. Therefore, redescriptions capturing the association

between climate and dental traits in this area do not generalize worldwide. Additionally, a large part of southern

China is characterized by a warm temperate fully humid climate (Cfa), which is rather specific to that area (cf.

FIGURE 10). For this reason, climate queries characterizing this region must either have very little overlap with

other regions, or cover a very broad range of values. This specificity of the southern China climate is another

probable reason for the lack of coverage by the top redescriptions of this area.

5 CONCLUSION

Redescription mining provides a means to discover associations between two sets of variables characterizing

entities, in our case geographic sites. In this study, dental traits of large herbivorous mammals are used to charac-

terize and find associations between the biotic environment and climatic conditions, characterized by temperature

and precipitation variables. The resulting redescriptions can be considered as computational biomes identified

in a data-driven way. We have compared the resulting redescriptions with the Köppen climate classification, and

found a consistent match in support. The difference between climate classes and our approach is that the Köppen
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climate classification is defined in terms of climate only, whereas our redescriptions define zones by combining

climate and species trait distributions.

Our analysis distinguishes three global zones, which we refer to as the boreal-temperate moist zone, the trop-

ical moist zone and the tropical-subtropical dry zone. The boreal-temperate moist zone is mainly characterized

by seasonal cold temperatures, a lack of hypsodonty and a high share of species with obtuse lophs. The tropical

moist zone is mainly characterized by high temperatures, high isothermality, abundant precipitation and a high

share of species with acute rather than obtuse lophs. Finally, the tropical-subtropical dry zone is mainly char-

acterized by a high seasonality of temperatures and precipitation, as well as high hypsodonty and horizodonty.

We find that the dental trait signature of African moist forests is quite different from the signature of climatically

similar sites in North America and Asia. The share of high hypsodont species is notably high in Africa, while it

is quite low in the modern day in North America and Asia, which may be partially due to severe anthropogenic

effects in both these areas. In terms of climate and dental signatures, the African seasonal tropics share a lot

of similarities with Central-South Asian sites. Interestingly, the Tibetan plateau is covered both by redescriptions

from the tropical-subtropical dry group and by redescriptions from the boreal-temperate moist group, suggesting a

combination of features from both zones in its dental traits and climate. This is different from common experience-

based biome/climate classifications, which simply regard the Tibetan Plateau as a cold tundra biome/climate. On

the other hand, southern China and South-East Asia are not covered by any of the redescriptions reported in

this study, which suggests that the association between dental traits and climate in those areas is unique. Dental

traits in China are similar to those of temperate zones, while the climate is most similar to that of the tropical

zones covered by our redescriptions. The fact that the climate of this region, classified as Cfa in the Köppen

system, is encountered only in few other locations worldwide and is hence fairly specific, further explains this lack

of coverage.

Our study is aimed at finding associations between dental traits and climate. The resulting redescriptions

specify these relationships, how strongly they hold and where they hold geographically. While mechanically

simple, applying the redescriptions to the past requires to carefully consider how to systematically evaluate the

ability of the patterns to generalize to data coming from different sources and how to reconcile the diverging

projections that may arise from different redescriptions. Most of palaeontology is, and has always been, ultimately

based on understanding the modern world. Since Cuvier, teeth have figured bigly in this. Our study is primarily

a contribution to a better understanding of functional relationships of teeth as an interface between animals and

their edible environment.
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FIGURE 3: Maps of global dental trait distributions. Each site is represented as a colored square on the map.
Next to each plot, a colorbar indicates the mapping from colors to traits values (right side of the legend) and a
histogram depicts the distribution of those values (left side of the legend).
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FIGURE 4: Maps of bioclimatic variables: temperatures. Each site is represented as a colored square on the
map. Next to each plot, a colorbar indicates the mapping from colors to the values of the temperature variables
(right side of the legend) and a histogram depicts the distribution of those values (left side of the legend).
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FIGURE 5: Maps of bioclimatic variables: precipitation. Each site is represented as a colored square on the map.
Next to each plot, a colorbar indicates the mapping from colors to the values of precipitation variables (right side
of the legend) and a histogram depicts the distribution of those values (left side of the legend).
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1) Map of redescription R1 2) Map of redescription R6

3) Map of redescription R2 4) Map of redescription R7

5) Map of redescription R3 6) Map of redescription R8

7) Map of redescription R4 8) Map of redescription R9

9) Map of redescription R5 10) Map of redescription R10

FIGURE 6: Maps of redescriptions R1 to R9. Locations that satisfy both queries of the redescription are plotted
in dark purple (darkest shade of gray), locations that satisfy only the dental traits query and only the climate query
are plotted in red and blue, respectively (intermediate shades of gray), while locations that satisfy neither queries
are plotted in light gray.
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1) Map of redescription R1 2) Map of redescription R1c

3) Map of redescription R1a 4) Map of redescription R1d

5) Map of redescription R1b

FIGURE 7: Maps of redescriptions R1 and its variants. Locations that satisfy both queries of the redescription
are plotted in dark purple (darkest shade of gray), locations that satisfy only the dental traits query and only the
climate query are plotted in red and blue, respectively (intermediate shades of gray), while locations that satisfy
neither queries are plotted in light gray.
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1) Map of redescription R2 2) Map of redescription R5

3) Map of redescription R2a 4) Map of redescription R5a

5) Map of redescription R2b 6) Map of redescription R5b

FIGURE 8: Maps of redescriptions R2, R5 and variants. Locations that satisfy both queries of the redescription
are plotted in dark purple (darkest shade of gray), locations that satisfy only the dental traits query and only the
climate query are plotted in red and blue, respectively (intermediate shades of gray), while locations that satisfy
neither queries are plotted in light gray.
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1) Map of redescription R43 2) Map of redescription R69

3) Map of redescription R43a 4) Map of redescription R69a

5) Map of redescription R43b 6) Map of redescription R69b

7) Map of redescription R74

FIGURE 9: Maps of redescriptions R43, R69, R74 and variants. Locations that satisfy both queries of the
redescription are plotted in dark purple (darkest shade of gray), locations that satisfy only the dental traits query
and only the climate query are plotted in red and blue, respectively (intermediate shades of gray), while locations
that satisfy neither queries are plotted in light gray.
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FIGURE 10: Comparing the supports of the redescriptions to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification system.
1) Map showing the distribution the Köppen climate subclasses in our dataset. 2) Histograms showing the distri-
bution of the support of the redescriptions over those subclasses and entropy ratio evaluating the match between
the support and the subclasses. 42



TABLE 8: Number of sites from each continent containing taxa from the given order or family, after/before filtering
out sites with fewer than three taxa.

EURASIA AFRICA NORTH AMERICA SOUTH AMERICA

Nb. sites 12497 / 21586 8235 / 12029 2544 / 9636 5610 / 7113

Artiodactyla 12467 / 20269 8131 / 11637 2544 / 8599 5610 / 6292
Antilocapridae 0 / 0 0 / 0 699 / 809 0 / 0
Bovidae 6278 / 9037 8125 / 11545 726 / 1465 0 / 0
Camelidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 52 / 301
Cervidae 10903 / 15566 45 / 76 2544 / 8358 5582 / 6138
Giraffidae 0 / 0 957 / 957 0 / 0 0 / 0
Hippopotamidae 0 / 0 772 / 772 0 / 0 0 / 0
Moschidae 3980 / 4129 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
Suidae 8692 / 11215 6222 / 6356 0 / 0 0 / 0
Tayassuidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 545 / 862 5527 / 5642
Tragulidae 983 / 985 997 / 997 0 / 0 0 / 0

Perissodactyla 876 / 888 2855 / 2855 297 / 297 5277 / 5293
Equidae 837 / 849 990 / 990 0 / 0 0 / 0
Rhinocerotidae 5 / 5 2800 / 2800 0 / 0 0 / 0
Tapiridae 35 / 35 0 / 0 297 / 297 5277 / 5293

Primates 4146 / 4555 7704 / 8002 356 / 356 5320 / 5349
Aotidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 622 / 622
Atelidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 350 / 350 273 / 273
Callitrichidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 2638 / 2638
Cebidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 243 / 243 5311 / 5340
Cercopithecidae 4146 / 4552 7582 / 7841 0 / 0 0 / 0
Cheirogaleidae 0 / 0 88 / 109 0 / 0 0 / 0
Daubentoniidae 0 / 0 49 / 51 0 / 0 0 / 0
Galagidae 0 / 0 5810 / 5823 0 / 0 0 / 0
Hominidae 53 / 53 1193 / 1193 0 / 0 0 / 0
Hylobatidae 841 / 841 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
Indridae 0 / 0 64 / 70 0 / 0 0 / 0
Lemuridae 0 / 0 77 / 95 0 / 0 0 / 0
Lepilemuridae 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
Lorisidae 1186 / 1196 1585 / 1585 0 / 0 0 / 0
Megaladapidae 0 / 0 32 / 35 0 / 0 0 / 0
Pitheciidae 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 1548 / 1548
Tarsiidae 393 / 407 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0

Proboscidea 245 / 245 2559 / 2559 0 / 0 0 / 0
Elephantidae 245 / 245 2559 / 2559 0 / 0 0 / 0
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